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CITY OF VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON 

DRAFT FIRE STATION LOCATION REVIEW 

August 25, 2014 

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Citygate Associates, LLC was retained by the City of Vancouver to assist the Fire Department 

staff and fire station design consultants with a fire station repair/replace/move Long Range 

Facility Plan. Citygate was asked to use our understanding of fire station deployment to work 

with Fire Department analysts to determine if Fire Stations 1 and 2 could be merged into one 

replacement station at a new site. Additionally, we were asked to assess best-fit locations, if 

facility assessments resulted in other stations requiring total replacement on larger, more suitable 

parcels. This summary-level report explains the deployment analysis conducted to date and the 

results of the assessment of Fire Stations 1 and 2. 

In brief, Citygate finds that the City would best be served by maintaining separate fire stations in 

the areas currently served by Stations 1 and 2. Further, both Stations 1 and 2 should be rebuilt 

and moved to more suitable parcels. The parcels need to be larger and better located on the street 

network to serve the most miles traveled in the fewest minutes of response. 

The Fire Department also is considering different deployment methods to better serve the 

emergency medical service patients, while also providing an available, properly-positioned, 

firefighting and technical incident response force Department-wide when needed. The review of 

other deployment strategies is still on-going as of September 2014. The review may indicate that 

some new or remodeled fire stations need slightly different functional spaces to house various 

types of apparatus and crews to meet the emergency medical and other types of response needs. 
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2. PROJECT BACKGROUND AND CITYGATE METHODOLOGY 

In general, fire stations should serve a 360-degree area, covering the most populated parcels in 

the fewest minutes of travel. Thus, stations should not be positioned up against barriers such as 

freeways, rivers, or large parcels such as industrial institutions that block cross-city through 

streets. Further, stations should not be located where the first 60-80 seconds of travel are through 

very narrow, congested street areas. Such situations hamper response time coverage, since the 

responding unit cannot drive out of the immediate station area quickly enough to respond to the 

outer edges of its assigned area. The best fire station location is one just off a primary or 

secondary arterial roadway, where, with normal traffic signal access near the station, the 

responding apparatus can enter a higher-speed road network that feeds the smaller, more 

congested neighborhoods and commercial parcels.  

In Vancouver, the City and Fire Department have personnel and analytical computer software 

tools not commonly found in suburban communities. This is a huge benefit when a fire or police 

department is facing challenges to its deployment system. For this study, Citygate worked with 

and coached the City’s team on performing advanced analysis of the fire station location 

questions. Together, we had to more deeply analyze emergency medical incident responses since 

these incidents drive emergency call for service volumes and since emerging adaptive response 

solutions, such as part-time peak hour squad units, can affect fire station design. 

Citygate and City staff used the adopted response time policies of the City, as well as published 

best practice deployment advice from the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), the 

Insurance Service Office (ISO), and the Commission on Fire Accreditation International (CFAI). 

The analysis was not limited to singular or simple one-size-fits-all measures and 

recommendations. The Vancouver community’s demand on fire and emergency medical services 

is significant and complex due to socio-economic, geographic, and development patterns that 

occurred over many decades.  

As such, the analysis of options needs to be robust and consider a “layered” approach that 

provides cost-effective solutions across the Fire Department’s diverse service area. In Citygate’s 

opinion, “layered” means a mix of units and staffing that can be used differently in sections of 

the City that require more or less of a given resources type. However, all areas of the City should 

have equal access to a basic framework of response that can control common, daily emergencies 

without them escalating frequently to catastrophic size, draining all of the Department’s response 

resources and causing significant human and economic losses. 

Citygate met on-site with Department staff to conduct interviews and understand the needs of the 

area. We also toured each of the fire stations and major service areas under facility evaluation 

due to location, age, and size. Citygate reviewed all of the Department’s previous deployment 

analysis work to date. After the initial meeting, at Citygate’s direction, City staff produced a 

large quantity of new and more technical in-depth response statistics and geographic mapping 

views of the deployment system. This analysis helped all parties to understand how the 

deployment system can best be updated. 
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3. ANALYSIS 

In order to form a baseline of existing performance to determine fire station location changes, 

City staff modeled the most recent response statistics for response times, time-of-day workloads, 

unit workloads, and areas of the City with the highest workloads. Of particular concern was 

understanding why the travel time component of total response time was so high Department-

wide when prior GIS map studies had predicted reasonable coverage at 6 minutes of travel (the 

City’s adopted goal). The table below illustrates the concern: 

Table 1—Travel Time vs. Total Response Time 

  
Travel Time to 

90% of Incidents 
Total Response Time to 

90% of Incidents 

Fire District 5 08:11 09:54 

City of Vancouver 07:14 08:56 

Combined Fire Department 07:30 09:15 

The above travel times are longer than the City’s adopted 6-minute goal, but previous GIS 

mapping studies showed many responses within the reasonable reach of a fire station. The 

question not previously asked was, “If an incident location appears close to a fire station, was the 

responding unit actually from the closet fire station, or due to simultaneous workload demand, 

was the responding unit actually traveling from much farther away?” 

To understand the answer to this nuanced question, Citygate asked the City to then analyze a 

series of issues about fire crew peak-hour and simultaneous demand patterns. These models help 

to understand the final quantity and location of fire station decisions. While existing data showed 

some fire station areas with a much higher incident demand than others, data was needed to show 

the distribution of calls by time of day and day of week. This is shown on the following page: 
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Table 2—Distribution of Calls by Time of Day and Day of Week 

Hour Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Total 

00 130 98 96 83 92 104 123  726  

01 114 81 84 76 72 88 92  607  

02 102 67 67 76 62 83 87  544  

03 81 62 50 65 56 55 81  450  

04 69 59 49 63 54 58 68  420  

05 67 57 63 65 58 58 52  420  

06 87 82 97 67 74 84 65  556  

07 99 116 118 118 107 97 89  744  

08 118 154 127 133 133 142 118  925  

09 125 161 151 162 148 151 141  1,039  

10 138 177 171 182 173 152 147  1,140  

11 155 168 182 169 158 173 155  1,160  

12 166 194 170 178 187 223 187  1,305  

13 159 200 200 203 176 210 160  1,308  

14 154 199 178 195 222 202 152  1,302  

15 140 205 199 174 186 210 184  1,298  

16 182 173 178 191 210 190 164  1,288  

17 164 216 189 201 202 185 165  1,322  

18 170 186 171 161 175 203 188  1,254  

19 167 180 161 171 160 170 168  1,177  

20 144 156 175 166 154 177 189  1,161  

21 134 145 157 139 162 168 162  1,067  

22 116 107 135 138 115 117 122  850  

23 96 122 98 124 102 108 122  772  

Total 3,077 3,365 3,266 3,300 3,238 3,408 3,181  22,835  

It is apparent from the above table that incident demand is much more focused as highlighted 

inside the black border, from mid-morning to early evening, six days per week.  

The next query was to determine if and where the Department experienced a high quantity of 

simultaneous calls for service. The incident response data indicated that a high quantity of 

simultaneous calls for service exists and the demand areas were most clustered in a “triangle 

area” largely between Fire Stations 1, 2, and 3. This is shown on the following page: 
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Figure 1—Simultaneous Call for Service Demand Cluster 

 

Over several recent years, travel time data has shown that that long fire unit travel times exist in 

every fire station area, and the areas of the City shown above have a very high simultaneous call 

for service demand, especially during mid-morning to early evening.  

A follow-up query was made to determine the frequency of utilization of all of the Department’s 

units. This is called “Unit Hour Utilization” or UHU. The higher the percentage of a unit’s UHU, 

the more time the unit is committed to emergencies. In a department with a few stations, with 

high incident demands, the UHU pattern typically shows that only the units inside or near the 

high simultaneous demand areas experience high utilization rates. However, in Vancouver, this 

is not the case. The 24-hour fire apparatus UHU data showed that 6 of 11 primary fire response 

units had significant incident utilization during the peak demand hours of the day. The data also 

shows that, at times, all of the units are utilized. 
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Given the data on peak hour of the day unit utilization, Citygate asked the City staff to prepare a 

“spider line” map to show where units were responding to, outside of their home station areas, in 

6-hour time blocks starting at midnight. The map below shows the 12-noon to 4 p.m. (1200-

1600) time frame: 

Figure 2—Unit Response Patterns Outside Their Primary Assigned Districts 

 

This image visually represents the data previously reviewed regarding incident statistics, long 

fire unit travel times, and unit utilization at periods of simultaneous demand. In the Station 1, 2, 

and 3 areas with higher incident demand, the simultaneous call rate is drawing units in from all 

over the Department. This occurs with varying volume, 24 hours per day. Once it occurs, and the 

“loaned” unit (for example, Engine 5) has a simultaneous incident in its area, then Engine 4 or 7 

are drawn in. Once this destabilization occurs across multiple units, many areas of the City suffer 

from longer-than-desired travel times as the unit closest to the next call for service request is sent 

using the City’s advanced automatic vehicle location (AVL) dispatch technology. 
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4. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

After evaluating the possible combination of Fire Stations 1 and 2 into a single new site, Citygate 

finds that, for several reasons, there should be two stations, in two new locations, to provide 

adequate coverage in the section of Vancouver currently served by these two fire stations. Our 

findings to support this assessment are listed below: 

1. Station 1 is located too close to the waterfront and, as such, cannot evenly cover a 

360-degree service area. 

2. Station 1 should be located outside of the waterfront areas with its narrow streets, 

traffic congestion, and intense redevelopment that is occurring. When units from 

this station have to respond to other areas, they can be slowed on the narrower, 

congested streets.  

3. Station 1, if located away from the waterfront, could still respond into the 

waterfront area, as well as in other directions, much more quickly instead of 

pushing through traffic in the waterfront area on almost every incident to which it 

responds. 

4. Combined, Stations 1 and 2 cover a total of 144 road miles, which is as large as 

several of the outer single fire station areas in the suburban sections of the City. 

However, the newer areas of the City have wider streets to handle peak hour 

congestion better.  

5. From their current locations, Stations 1and 2 equally cover (overlap) a significant 

portion of their 144-mile response area at the City’s 6-minute travel time goal. If 

located at two new sites, further apart, the overlap within 6 minutes travel time 

would be reduced between them, and each would then provide improved coverage 

into the edges of the Station 3 and 5 areas, balancing coverage and response times 

for all four busy stations. 

6. The response statistics and geographic analysis conducted by Citygate and 

Vancouver staff in total indicates that Vancouver needs the current number of fire 

stations to cover the large diverse City and Fire District areas. At 6 minutes travel 

time, there is little overlap between multiple stations outside of current Stations 1 

and 2.  
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The next map shows the current fire station system’s 6-minute travel time coverage with the 

overlapping 6-minute coverage shown as darker colored street segments: 

Figure 3—6-Minute Unit Travel 

 

In the map above, given the “triangle area” of high incident demand between Stations 1, 2, and 3, 

if Station 1 was moved inland towards the north, and Station 2 was moved to the east, closer to 

or inside the “triangle area” of high incident requests as shown in Figure 1 of this report, then 

their overlap would be reduced. Some new overlap at 6 minutes would then occur into the high 

incident demand “triangle area” with Stations 3 and 5. This rebalancing of 6-minute overlap 

would maximize the efficiency of coverage from all four stations in the southwest portion of 

City. The four-station model in this area would provide redundant coverage from multiple 

locations into the higher volume and simultaneous incident demand areas. 

This rebalancing would also improve travel time coverage in Station 5, 6, and 8 areas, if the three 

fire stations and four units covering the high demand area did not need to use the central City 

stations as often.  
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Based on our experience and analysis of the issues to date in Vancouver, Citygate recommends 

the following next steps: 

1. City staff should use their mapping tools, zoning, and City planning guidance to 

locate suitable parcels for Stations 1 and 2 that eliminate fire unit travel time 

overlap at 4 minutes travel as much as possible. Ideally, these stations would then 

share modest overlap at 6 minutes with each other and Stations 3 and 5. 

2. After Stations 1 and 2 are replaced and operational at new locations, if the high 

demand and simultaneous incident rate area continues to draw in Stations 5, 6 and 

8 to the point where those stations travel times unduly lengthen, then an additional 

response resource, such as a peak hour of the day EMS SUV squad, may have to 

be added to the busiest station(s) to relieve pressure from the rest of the system. 


